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eTrack Online Services
Simply Integrated Solutions

eTrack is a new online service developed by The Bridge Network to bring a suite of online solutions to your practice.
We are excited to launch eTrack with our primary service, eForms: Online New Patient Forms.

eForms: Online New Patient Forms
How Are You Collecting New Patient Data?
With the vast majority of offices moving toward ‘going digital’, one of the most common dilemmas we face is, ‘How do
we get the new patient information into the system securely, accurately and efficiently?’ and, most importantly, ‘How
do we make this experience a positive one for our new patients?’ First impressions are important, so put your best foot
forward with eForms. Because we realize that each office is different, eForms allows you to customize your online
New Patient Forms to your individual needs.

The Better Way
eForms is an integrated solution that allows your patients to fill out their patient information from the comfort and
privacy of their own home. Here’s how:
 Obtain the patient’s email address and with one click send them a personalized email
 Your patient opens the link from the email and fills out the form at their convenience
 Information from the form is automatically transferred to your Tracker database
 Medical and dental history is automatically attached to the patient’s chart and easily retrieved within
Document Management
 All of this is managed by a secure server using military grade 256bit SSL AES Encryption

Compare
Custom and third-party solutions can be complicated and expensive and on top of that, they require a great deal of
maintenance. Whenever your software is upgraded, the database is often updated as well. In these cases, the custom
and third-party solutions will often break down. These fixes don’t come free. With eTrack, this is never an issue.
While we don’t encourage the ‘kiosk’ solution of having patients fill out their information on a computer in your office,
eForms can provide that solution – but with a twist. The traditional kiosk idea requires a computer be connected to
your local network to be used by the unattended patient. It doesn’t take much to see this is bad idea. With eForms, any
computer with an Internet connection can serve this purpose – without the security risk.

Real World Solutions
Let’s face it, there are going to be certain patients you will still have to handle the old-fashioned way – with pen and
paper. Many other solutions handle this awkwardly, forcing you to have separate procedures. Because eForms is
integrated with Document Management, you don’t need to change anything. Documents that are scanned in are
available in the same place as online documents – so you can find this information in the same place every time.
The Bridge Network has been providing award-winning solutions and intelligent software concepts to Canadian dentists
since 1992. The Bridge Network offers many custom-tailored solutions for the Canadian dental market. Please contact
us to discuss how these solutions, including eTrack, can add value to your business.

